FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MMF POS INTRODUCES NEW CASH DRAWER PLATFORMS
Wheeling, IL, October, 2015 – Now there’s a way to organize and secure POS
peripherals and related cables while supporting the brand promise and customer
experience at checkout.
The new cash drawer platforms from MMF POS provide seamless cash drawer
integration with secure POS peripheral placement and hidden cable management.
VESA® compatible mounts and 2-line pole displays can be easily integrated, while
hidden and protected cable management helps secure these assets and prevent
tampering. Designed for easy reach and close proximity to touch screen terminals or
tablet enclosures, they help cashiers and operators complete transactions with ease.
The skidproof design does not require installation by drilling into the cash drawer -- a
major benefit. Left or right peripheral placement is simple as they were designed to
accommodate most major brands. There are two platform models to choose from - one
for the Advantage® 21"D cash drawer and another for the MediaPLUS® 20"D cash
drawer. Each includes a Top Cover Plate Kit with four different slot cover configurations
for secure mounting and discreet cable management.
“Retailers devote a lot of time and money creating a unique brand promise that extends
to the customer experience at store level. Yet at checkout the customer experience
often changes as customers see a mishmash of dusty, tangled cables, awkward
peripheral placement and clutter that is hard to keep organized and clean. Our new
platforms organize and protect critical POS peripherals and related cables while
presenting a professional appearance that won’t distract from the overall customer
experience. It’s easy to see their value”, said Anne Gray, Senior Product Manager,
MMF POS.
This latest new product introduction comes on the heels of the PayVue™ Illuminated
Cash Drawer debut at Retail NOW ® 2015, the launch of Lockable Payment Terminal
Stands with Basic, Dual or Triple Security, and a refresh of the popular VAL-u Line®
branded Cash Drawers.
To learn more about the POS Platforms and other MMF POS products, visit
www.mmfpos.com.
MMF POS (www.mmfpos.com) is a leading manufacturer and supplier of cash drawers,
payment terminal stands, tablet enclosures and stands, mounting solutions and other
accessories for POS markets. The company provides a complete line of product
solutions to enhance the retail checkout experience for both retailers and their

customers. MMF POS products are ideal for retail, restaurant, night club, bar, specialty,
grocery, hospitality, convenience stores, gaming, healthcare, and banking applications.
MMF POS
Enclose. Protect. Secure.
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